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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM X-73364
MSFC SOLAR SIMULATOR TEST PLANE
UNIFORMITY MEASUREMENT
SUMMARY
The Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) solar simulator lamp array is
designed to produce a uniform illumination on a 1.2 by 2.4 in (4 by S ft) test
plane. Prior to completion, an analysis of the simulator was made to predict
the test plane uniformity. A procedure was also developed to measure the
actual uniformity produced by the simulator after it was in operation. That
procedure is described here and the results of the first measurement presented.
The measurement revealed the test plane illumination was not as uniform as the
analysis predicted. The best actual uniformity obtained had a standard deviation
of 4 percent and a peak-to-peak variation of 111 percent. The computer program
used to analyze the measurement data is discussed, and a listing of the program
along with example runs is given. The reason for the variation in uniformity
from that predicted is not fully resolved, but seems to be due to variations in
individual lamp flux levels in the actual array from the levels when measured
in a special test box.
I. INTRODUCTION
A large low cost solar simulator has been constructed at MSFC for the
evaluation of flat plate solar collectors. Tile simulator consists of 405 tungsten-
halogen projector lamps with Fresnel lenses arranged in a 15 by 27 array. The
Fresnel lenses are used to provide a near collimated beam of illumination. It
will be used to test solar collectors with surface areas up to 1.2 by 2.4 m
(4 by 8 ft) . The simulator is located in Building 4619 and v-rill be part of the
Solar Test 1 acility under development at MSFC.
i
An analysis of the uniformity of illumination expected in the test plane
was described in Reference 1. Now that the simulator is in operation, the actual
uniformity has been measured. This report gives the procedure used to meas-
ure the test plane uniformity as well as the first measurement results.
11. DISCUSSION OF TEST APPARATUS
A. Test Philosophy
The test plane measurement apparatus was developed to produce data on
the uniformity in scan lines. This was done to ease comparison with the com-
puted scan lines given by the computer program reported in NASA TM X-64991.
The computer program was set up to calculate the irradiance at 5 em ( 2 in.)
intervals across the narrow axis of the test plane. Scan lines at any desired
spacing along the long was can be calculated. The mechanical scanner was
designed to produce the same type scans, except the output is a continuous
signal recorded on chart paper. Figure 1 is a layout of the measurement
system.
SCANNER SUPPORT
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Figure 1. T•—ayout of test plane uniformity
measurement apparatus.
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B. Scanner
The scanner is a motorized platform which has a 10 em (4 in.) square
plate on which a detector can be mounted. It is driven by a small 115 Vac
400 Hz synchronized motor which is geared to move the platform across the
width of the test plane in approximately 30 s.
The scanner moves on a rail which can be positioned at 15 cm (6 in. )
intervals along the frame. The frame is approximately 1. 5 by 3.0 m (5 by
10 ft) so that an area larger than the actual test plane can be scanned, The
scanner bar is positioned in the frame by means of pins placed in holes. The
holes are drilled in the frame along the long axis, and near the end the holes
are placed at 5 em (2 in. ) intervals to allow higher density of scans near the
edge of the test plane.
C. Detector Circuit
The detector used on the scanner platform for the first series of tests was
a Motorola MRD 300 phototransistor. The circuit used with the phototransistor
is shown in Figure 2. The output is recorded on a Mosley model 680 strip
chart recorder. The collector base junction of the phototransistor is used as
a current source into the operational amplifier to provide a linear output voltage
for varying levels of incident radiation. The linearity of the detector was
checked by comparing its output with readings from an Eppley black and white
pyranometer model 8-48. The output is very linear with a constant voltage on
the tungsten-halogen lamps and using neutral density filters to reduce the light
level. However, when varying the voltage of the bulb to reduce the light level,
a difference between the two detectors was noted. Figure 3 shows a plot of the
phototransistor output compared with the pyranometer, as the lamp voltage is
changed. For comparison, a curve is also shown which gives the expected
change if the light output varied as a function of the square of the voltage.
These data are normalized to 100 Vac. The phototransistor agrees with the
pyranometer for higher voltages but drops off at lower voltages. The reason
for the drop off is that the pyranometer has a better infrared response than the
phototransistor. At lower voltages the peak output of the lamp is shifted
slightly toward the infrared.
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Figure 2. Detector circuit.
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D. Motor Drive Control	 i
The scanner motor control circuit is shown in figure 4. The circuit
automatically stops the scanner at the end of the scan. l-7icroswitches on the
scanner are used to indicate the end of the travel. When the microswitch hits
the contact at the end of the bar, power to relay 1 as well as relay 2 is cut off,
but the capacitor C 1 on relay 2 holds that relay in momentarily. The result is
that a brief reversing pulse is supplied to the motor to serve as a brake. Power
to the motor is cut off by means of relay 2 before the motor can actually reverse.
To restart the scan in the other direction, the reversing switch is changed and
the reset button is pushed. The reset button has to be held down until the micro-
switches are clear of the contacts. The red indicator bulb is used to show that
the end of travel has been reached.
111. COMPUTER ANALYS I S PROGRAM
A. Background
The data recorded by the test plane measurement equipment are a voltage
level on chart paper representing the light intensity level for scans across the
narrow axis of the test plane. Sample points have to be manually read from the
chart paper to calculate the statistics and present the data in a useful form. A
computer program, Statistical Analysis for the Solar Simulator (SASS), was
developed to analyze the data. The sample points at regular intervals along;
each scan are read from the chart paper and recorded in a compute;: file for
storage. The computer program reads the data from the file and performs the
data analysis.
The number of points recorded from the scans and the total number of
scans used can be varied. The normal procedure used was to read 29 points on
each scan and use a total of 19 scans. Twenty-nine points on a scan at 5 cm
(2 in.) intervals cover a range of -71 to 71 cm (-28 to 28 in. ). Nineteen
scans cover the test. plane plus 15 cm (5 in. ) on each end. Within the computer
program the extra points and scans are dropped to provide data only on the test
plane. The test plane area can then be defined as the best 1.2 by 2.4 m (4 by
8 ft) area in the recorded data. The program also allows any number of points
or scans to be dropped in case the collector to be tested is smaller than the
standard test plane.
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Figure 4. Scan motor control circuit.
1Figure 5 is a simplified flow diagram of the compute, rrogram. The
full Fortran listing is given in Appendix A. The program is \ 17itten is XDS
extended Fortran IV for use on an XDS Sigma V time share computer. Except
for the plot subroutine, the program can be run on any Fortran computer with
very little modification.
B. Data Input
Table 1 presents a Iisting of the input section of the computer program,
lines 1 to 37. A listing of the variables used in the input and the main section
of the program and their definitions is given in Table 2.
T41e dimension statement on line 3 sets the size of the arrays. The
arrays are now set for a limit of 27 scans with 31 points on each scan. By
changing the dimension statement, the limit can be changed to any value.
These data are read in from a file on unit 100. When running the program,
the input file name has to be assigned to unit 100. Appendix B gives a sample of
an input file named T2. Appendix C gives an example run of the program
together with the set commands to inform the computer which file will be read
by unit 100. Line 9 is a rewind fi".e statement which assures that the read
statement will start with the firsi line in the input file. Line 11 is a read state-
ment to input the title comment. The format statement, line 16, alIows up to
80 characters in the title. Lines 12 to 22 are the commands to input the control
variables. Comment statements are incIuded to define each variable. The
format statements 110 and 121 allow a general input; the numbers can be fixed
or floating point and only have to be separated by commas. The actual sample
data points are input by statements 23 to 34. The points are input into the
B(J', K) array, where J indicates the points on the scan and K indicates the
scan number.
These data are stored in the input file with consecutive lines containing
the same point on each scan; for example, the first point on lines 7 to 37 of the
input file T2 in Appendix B made up one scan. The second point on each line
comprises the second scan, etc. Because of the limit on the size of a line in a
file, all the scan points could not be put on one line; therefore, the scans were
split up and NLP1 number of them is read in first with statement 27. The rest
is read in with statement 34. One line in a file will hold 72 characters;
IF \
PRINT DATA
NPCODE . 1 .
DPRINT
PRINT
SCAN DATA
IF 7
PLOT DATA
NPCODE - 2
SPLOT
PLOT
SCAN DATA
READ CONTROL
VARIABLES
READ
SCAN DATA
NORMALIZE
DATA
REDUCE DATA
TO
TEST PLANE
ARMS
CALCULATE
STATISTICS ON
TEST PLANE
ARMS
STATISTICS ON
FULL DATA SET
DEFINE SCAN
LOCATION ARRAY
IF.
NO PLOT
OR PRINT
NPCODE - 0 i
F
i	 ;
OUTPUT
STATISTICS
OUTPUT
STATISTICS
STOP	 '
Figure S. Flow diagram for computer program SASS.
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TABLE 1. INPUT SECTION OF PROGRAM SASS
lkrbT SLCTIOD OF WGRAH SAS'_
V 1 -37
	
1.000 C	 PROGRAi•i SASS
	2.000 C	 Fi3GKAN TU CALCULATE STATISTICS 4:d DATA
	3 00	 bIn!wSlON N31,27),G(31,27),Il:rTA(20)
	
4.000 C
	 IDATA I;i COffli iiT AhfiA
	
5.000
	 DKEHIUS X (31) , ASH0 31 )
	
6.000 C	 C
	7.000 C	 IiINUl' SECTION
6.000 C
	
9.000	 hEWlidi; 100
	
10.000 C	 BEAD Ili DATA
1 1 .0co	 READ ( 100, 100) IDATA
	
12.000	 REd'D00O311C) WSCAl,WP0S,QCODF
	
13-000	 HEAK 100, 1 1 1) SSLCC,'Tsinc
	
14.000 C	 SSL0000SITIO0 OF FIRST  W hi
	
15.000 C	 TSIOC-THm SCION INQhKt`i AT DISTANCE
	
16.000  100	 FORHAT (204))
	
17.000 C	 NW-JUKIER SCAN TO STAK TEST ?LANE DATA
	
18.000 C	 NED-NUHBE1h SCAT) TO ENO TEST PLANE DATA ON
	
19.000	 REAW 100, 1 1 1) Ei 	 o i;H
	
20.000 C	 WS-HUMBER POINT TC START DATA SCAWS O!.
	
21.000 C	 NFDE;-NUE' &Eh POINT TO Erb DATA SCAidS Oil
	
22.000	 READ(100,111) NPOS,NPDC
	
23.000	 READ ( 100, 1 10) NL, kLP 1 , AMV
	
24.000 110
	 FORMAT (3G )
	
25.000 111
	 FORNAT(20)
	
26.000	 DO 200 J=1 , i4L
	
27.000	 HAD (100,250) X(J) t NLP1, (S(J,K),F=1,PLP1 )
	
28.000 200	 C011TINUE
	
29.000 250	 i ORMAT (1 U, NO )
	
30.000	 Ir (NLP 1 . GE. ASCAN) CO TO YnO
	
31-000	 READ ( 100, 111) llL, dLP2
	
32.000	 NP=NLP1+hLP2
	
33.000	 UG 300 J = 1 , OL
	
34.000	 READ (100,250) X(J),VLP2,(b(J,K),K=%LP1+1,NP)
	
35.000 300	 GUNTIf.UE
36.000 c
	
37.000 C	 END OF I FUT S F;Q IJP:
iiiMt0i)ijCIBIl,YkY OF TfW
ORMINAL PAGE IS POOR
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TABLE 2. LISTING OF VARIABLES USED IN THE INPUT
AND THE MAIN SECTION OF PROGRAM SASS
(IN THE ORDER OF THEIR APPEARANCE)
Variable Definition
B(J, K) Input data array
D(J, K) Array containing points of test plane
IDATA(I) Comment array to store title
X(I) Array containing the position of each point on
the scan
ASPOS(I) Array containing the scan locations
NSCAN Number of total scans
NPOS Number of points on each scan
NPCODE Code to print or plot input data
SSLOC Location of first scan
TSINC Distance between scans
NSD Number of scan on which to start test plane
NED Number of scan on which to end the test plane
NPDS Number of point on scan to start test plane
NPDE Number of point on scan to end test plane
NL Number of lines for this input statement
NLP1 Number of points on line for this input
statement
AMV A multiplication value to normalize the data
NLP2 Number of points on line for this input
statement
NDUM Number of points on each scan used in test
plane
ND Number of scans used in test plane
ADUMA Dummy variable to hold scan position
10
consequently, the number of digits used for a scan point will determine the
maximum number of scans on a line. As in file T2, typically 11 scans are put
in the first section.
C. Main Section of Program
Table 3 presents a listing of the main section of the computer program
SASS. In statements 41 to 43 the data are normalized. The value of the vari-
able AMV is selected to make the maximum value 100 percent, or it can be
selected to convert the detector output to power units such as W/ cm. 2
 or
Btu/h-ft2. The proper value for AMV to convert the output to power units is
obtained by measuring the same point on the test plane with the phototransistor
and the pyranometer.
Lines 45 to 47 reduce the data array to the desired test plane and store
the new points in the D(J, K) array. The size test plane would depend on the
size collector under test. For evaluation of the simulator, the maximum test
plane size of 1.2 by 2.4 m (4 by 8 ft) is used. Lines 53 to 54 define the vari-
ables NDUM and ND, where NDUM is the number of scans in the test plane
and ND is the number of points on each scan which lie in the test plane. State-
ments 51 to 59 print out the statistical data on the test plane. All the actual
computations take place in the subroutine ARMS which is described in Section
III. D.
The scan locations are set up in statements 60 to 63 and stored in the
ASPOS(I) array. Statements 64 to 73 use NPCODE to select the print or plot
options. If NPCODE is set equal to zero, no print or plot of the input sample
data will take place. If the variable NPCODE is set equal to one, the input
scarf data will be printed out along with a printout of the points used in the test
plane evaluation. If NPCODE is set equal to two, the input scan data will be
plotted but no printout of the data will be obtained. No option is set to obtain
both a printout and a plot as it is impractical on the CRT display terminal.
The printout is usually set to be produced on the line printer. Sections III. E
and III. F describe the SPLOT and DPRINT subroutines and explain how to set
the output device code to obtain the desired output.
t
f
r
r
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TABLE S. MAIN SECTION OF PROGRAM SASS
14AIIv ,5P;CTION OF GROGRAM SASS_,
TY 39-77
39.000 C START INITALIZATION
40.000 C
4 1.000 DO	 500 J=1 , A`POS
42. 000 DO 500 K=1,HSCAN
43.000 500 0(J,K)	 =	 13(J,K)*A ► 'V
44.000 C PEDUCEr	 AkRAY TU 'TEST
	
PLA^4: 4SIZr,
45, 000 DO
	
1000 J	 = NeDS1NTDL
46.000 DO	 1000 K = NSD,K D
47.000 1000 D(J-(NPD3-1 ),h-kSD-1))	 =	 B(J,K)
48.000 C
49.000 C PliINT STATISTICS Oi l
 TtST	 PLANK,
50.000 C
51.000 WR ITE	 (106,2200)	 10ATA
52.000 2200 F0Hf ,•1AT(11:1,20A4,//,'TEST	 PLAHF..	 DATA')
53.000 lib0 ,,	 =	 .,Pi)E-loPDS+1
54.000 14D	 =	 N E	 - NSD+1
55.000 CALL	 AR1°1S (D, ND, NDUN )
56.000 C PRINT STATISTICS C;' POLL [1FASUREV-.	 NT DATA
57.000 WRITE(106 , 2400)
58.000 2400 rU}iNATWIO,'F'ULL	 P-EASUBLilr.•LT
	 VATA	 SEV)
59.000 CALL	 AR1'iS(!r,[;SCA;,^IPGS)
60.000 ADUMA	 =	 40 SLOC + TS Ii^C
61.000 DG	 3000	 I	 =	 1, PasCAI:
62.000 ADUHA = ADUVA - TSIOC
63. 000 3000 ASPOS(I)	 = ALUP A
64. 000 IF0jPCOGi-. EC . U)	 GO 'TO	 400
65.000 IF (!,JPC0DL.NE. 1)	 CU	 TO	 3100
66.000 CALL	 UPRINT(X, U, ASFOS, 1 , NSCM -4-, 1 , NPJS 9 IDA'IA )
67.000 CALL	 UPiil:r'T(X, b, A:^r4S,liSL,i ,,Ei;,1,PDS,:JPI)E',IuATA)	 I
68. 000 3100 IF	 NPCODE . IiE . 2)	 GO	 'AC C	 11000
69.000 CALL TPAUSi
70.000 CALL	 SPL0T'(X,F,1,P0S,i^SCAi1,IDATA)
71.000 CALL TPLOT(0.0,170.0,010)
72.000 CALL
	
AB!',S (D, WD, NDUri )
73.000 4000 CONTINUE
74.000 STOP
75.0 /00 LIDJ
rf 6. 000 1. f	 .
77.000 C END OF 'XA,IH	 SEGTIGs !	 O F 	PFOGRAiA
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
12	 01tIGINA.L PAGE IS POOR
1
D. Subroutine ARMS
Subroutine ARMS computes the statistical data. The subroutine calculates
five values to characterize the uniformity.
RMS — Root mean square value computed from a zero intensity
reference.
PTP -- The difference between the highest and the lowest sample point
value.
EBAR -- The mean value of all the data points.
SIGMA — The standard deviation of the measured values from the mean
value.
VI►7AX -- The largest data point measured.
A listing of subroutine ARMS is presented in Table d. Table 5 presents
a list of the variables used in the subroutine. The statistical values calculated
by the program are slightly different in form from the standard approximation
formulas. The standard approximation formulas as stated in Reference 2 are
given by equations (1) , (2) , and (3)
n
Yi
EBAR = i=1
n^1
n	 Vz
y2
i
RMS	 i=1
n-1
n	 V2
_ 2
Z (Yi - Y)
SIGMA = i=1
	
nwl	 '
(1)
(2)
(3)
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TABLE 4. SUBROUTINE ARMS OF PROGRAM SASS
TY 60-130
60.600 SUBPOiTINIS	 AnPtS(G'1,^f,i+l)
61.000 C SUBROUTI1•1E ARHS IS TO COttPUTE STATISTICS
62.000 C G1`IS	 ^AKPLE DATA ARRAY
83.000 C 02 iS ARRAY OF SQUARED VALUES
84.000 C G3 IS ARRAY OF DEVIATION SQUARED VALUES
85 .000 C N IS NUMBER OF POINTS IN EACH LINE
86. 000 C N IS NUMBER OF LINES IN ARRAY
57.000 DIMEtSION G1(31,1),G2(31,27),G3(31 ,27)
88.000 C COMMUTE TAP, TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS I14 ARRAY
69.000 TAP = FLOAT( 100)
90.000 C CALCULATE MEAN VALUE-EBAR
91.000 CALL AF'UKC (G 1 , EBAR, M, N )
92.000 C FIND G2 AND G3 ARRAYS
93. 000 DO	 100 J	 =	 1,N
94.000 DO	 100 K =	 1,M
05,000 G2(J,K)	 =	 G'1(J,K)**2
96.000 100	 G3(J,K)	 =	 (G1(J,K)-EBAR)**2
97.000 LUi`1	 =	 0.0
96.000 CALL AFUNCO2,DU14^111)
59.000 RIMS = SCRT(DUt4)
100.000 CALL AFURC (C3, DUH, 114, N)
101.000 SIGi.A	 = SQRT(DUM)
102.00O C FI ND MUST 14ECATIVE NW,.'iaER
103- COO C	 =	 G'i(1, 1)
104.000 DO	 300 J =	 1, W
105.000 Rio	 300 K =	 1,M 
106.000 IF•(C-G1(J,K))	 300,300,290
1G7.000 ^crs	 C	 =	 G1(J,i~}
104.000 30 0 CONTINUA:
lcq.f)OO C C 1S N O W MOST NEGATIV	 :kUMEER
110.0000' C F1 D MOST POSTIVE {,U+ ~E.R
111.000 U	 =	 c^1(1,1)
112.000 DO	 1100	 J	 =	 1,1,1
113. 060 DO 000 K =	 1,M
11:.000 IF(G1(J,K)-D)
	
400,$00,390
115.000 390	 U =	 G1(J,K)
1lo.Cuu 400 GujOTINUE
1 1 7 . uC0 C G IS AG4i MOST POSTI 	 -	 :1011SEH
UQ PTP = D-C
11 00 .000 Vi, AX	 =	 D
120.CCO C Fj'INT OUT
	
DATA
1 21.i,CO 1COO E GRXIAT(lKO, I jTATISTICS Oil' AtcftrY DATA')
1Z"I .t , Cu ^.rITE(108, 1 100)
123.5 CC 11CO
	 FORMAT(1HO,3X,'n4'1S',11X,'PTPI,11X,'EBAti',SX,
124.u00 X161Gi,!AI,&X,' WAX I)
123.00C ;411IT^-:(lC8,1200)
	
Rt•iS,I''TP,EBAR,SIGtiA,Vt,IAX
126.000 1200	 FUR iW li•4	 ,2( F8.4,5X),Fl0.5,2(5X,F8.4), /)
127.0(10 ,^i-.lTE(10b,1400)
	 TAP
123.000 1 1100	 F0F ,jAT (1 H0,' i;UH	 ER OF
	 POINTS	 IF	 ARRAY	 =	 '	 2X, I4)
12.9.{lCC
,
RETul N
130. [CEO E; ii G
14	 f
t' E
TABLE 5. LIST OF VARIABLES IN SUBROUTINE ARMS
Variable Definition
G1(I) Sample data array
G2 (I) Array of squared values
G3(I) Array of deviation of squared values
N Number of sample points on each scan
M Number of scans
TAP Total number of sample points
DUM Dummy variable
RMS Root mean squared value
SIGMA Standard deviation
C Smallest sample point value
D Largest sample point value
PTP Difference between D and C
VMAN Redefinition of D
where n is the number of sample points, y  is the value of ith sample point, and
y is the mean value of all sample points (EBAR).
It should be noted that slightly different equations are used when worldng
with sample points which do not represent a function. The sample points are
then considered a population, and n is used instead of n-1 (see Reference 3).
The formulas given in equations (1) , (2) , and (3) are approximation
formulas used for sample points representing a one-dimensional function. The
irradiance of the test plane is a two-dimensional function where the irradiance
is a function of both the x and y directions in the test plane ( Fig. 6) . To under-
stand the equations that will be used to calculate the mean value (EBAR), root
mean squared value. (RMS) and the standard deviation (SIGMA, it is instructive
to review the derivations of equations (1) , (2) , and (3) .
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YF (x, Y)
x
Figure 6. Representation of irradiance
function F(x,y).
The proper definitions of EBAR, RMS, and SIGMA as given in Reference
3 are given by equations (4) , (5) , and (6) :
b
EBAR W b 1 
a
	
	
F(x) dx	 (4)
a
b	 i/2
RMS= b 1 a f F 2 (x) dx	 (5)a
b	 1/2
SIGMA= b 1 a f (F(x) - E BAR) 2	 (6)
a
t
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All three of the previously mentioned formulas can be written as one equation
In thb form of equation (7) :
b
A= b 1 a f G(x) dx	 (7)
a
In equations (4), (5), and (G) the function F(x) is integrated over the range
from a to b, and in equation (7) the function G(x) is integrated over the range
from a to b. The function G(x) is assigned the following values in order to
give equations (4) , (5) , and (6):
If G(x) = FW then A = EBAR
If G(.., = F2 (x) then A = (RMS)2
If G(x) = (F(x) - EBAR) 2 then A = (SIGMA) 2
Since all three equations are similar, the derivation of equation (1) , using
G(x) = F(x), will at the same time give equations (2) and (3).
If F(x) is a function (as represented in Fig. 7), then a set of sample
points also can represent the function (as shown in Fig. 8), in terms of G(x).
Performing the integral from a to b is the same as finding the area under the
curve from a to b. When working with a set of sample points, the area is
approximated by adding the area segments of width Ax under each sample point
as shown in Figure 9. The formula for the integral is given by equation (8) :
b	 nf G(x) dx c-  E yiAx
a	 i=1
y
(8)
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i VALUE
x
a	 b
Figure 7. Example of function F(x) .
1
U
b	
x
Ax f 
Figure 8. Sample representation of function G(x) .
Since Ax is a constant, the summation can be rearranged as in equation (9) :
n	 n
z
Y 4 x = A.:
	 y	 (9)
 i	 i=I i
j
j
18
^i
e^	 a
I
Figure 9. Approximation of area under function G(x)
in region a to b.
From Figure 9, it can be seen that Ax is given by equation (10) :
^x = b - a
n-1
Substituting the value of Lax into equation (9) gives equation (11) :
n	 b-a
AX	 --
i=1 yi	 n - 1 i^1 yi
If this value for the integral is put into equation (7) , then the value of A is
given by equation (12) ,
I
	 ]
(10)
s
(11)
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a
r1I b -
A ' b - a n-1 i Yi	 (12)
which reduces to equation (13) ,
n
A	
n 
1 
I n vi
	
(13)E
Equation (13) is the same as equation (1) ; therefore, we have derived
equations (2) and (3) as well. For the limit, as n approaches infinity, the
summation is truly equal to the integral. However, for small values of n,
the approximation can be improved. By referring to Figure 9, it can l:c seen
that half of the Ax wide area for the first and last point is outside the range
of a to b. If one half of the area for each point is dropped, equation (8) is
rewritten to equation (14) . That is,
b	 n-1	 y Ax
f G(x) dx = Z yi©x + 2 + 2	 (14)
a	 i=2
or rearranging to equation (15),
b	 n-1	 (yI +Y)
f G(x) dx	 Ax Z y  +	
2 n	 { 15)
a	 i--2
The value of Ax is the same as in equation (10) ; therefore, A is now equal to
equation (16):
1	 n-I	 (y1 + yn)A	
n—1 Z YI +	
2--	 (16)
i=2
}	 20
0	 -J
-	
. —'d^
The improvement in the approximation of equation (16) over equation
(13) is not very substantial for a one-dimensional function with a practical
number of n sample points. However, the improvement can be importar:t when
worldng with a two-dimensional function.
The two-dimensional case is derived using the same technique as for the
one-dimensional case. The two-dimensional formulas equivalent to equations
(4) , (5) , and (6) are given by equations (17) , (18) , and (19) :
b d
ESAR = (b - a)(d - c) f f F(x, y) dx dy	 (17)
r
b d
RMS = (b - a) (d - c)
	
J f F' ( x ^ Y) c& dy	 (18)
a c
SIGMA =	 1	 f f (F (x, y) - EBAIt) z dx dy	 (19)(b-a)(d-c) a c
where a and b are the limits of the function r- (x, along the x axis and c and d
are the limits along the y axis. Again, using a general function G(x,y) to
derive all three values at one time, the double integral is approximated by a
summation of AxAy volume sections centered on each sample point z,k ( Fig. 10) .
The formula for A would be given by equation (20) :
1	
n m
A	 (n - 1) (m ° 1) Y i zll;
where n is the number of sample points along the x axis and m is the number of
sample points along the y axis.
r
(20)
. w
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YSAMPLE POINT 7d— —r.-	 •.	 f -♦ -r
j
AY	 r	 •	 •	 •	 }
^-	 - - 	 -0 -- { 41 x
#	 4x [.—	 b
NOTE: DASHED LINES ENCLOSE THE ACTUAL AREA
UNDER THE FUNCTION BY DEFINITION.
Figure 10. Approximation of area under function G(x, y) .
As in the one-dimensional case, the approximation can be improved for
small numbers of n and m if the sample points fall on the edge of the function.
If the volume outside the area bounded by a, b, c, and d is discarded, the
resulting approximation is given by equation (21) :
b d	 n-1ri-1	 (zit + zim)f f G(x,y) dx dy	
J
AXAY z	 z.
k +
	
2
-
a c	 j-2	 2
I
r
(z11^z1
+2 	 z1k +	 2	 * 2 1 2^ znk
+
(Z n1
+
 znrn )
	
2	
(21)
22
4	 i
The values of Ax and Ay are given by equations ( 22) and (23):
Ax = (22)n - 1
^y	 d-cr 23(	 )
m- 1
Because the right-hand side of equation ( 21) is cumbersome, the following
i
variables are defined:
w
n-1	 m-1	 (z,1 + z,m)
V1	 E	 zjk+-1	
e (24)2
1
j=2	 1c-2
M-1	 (z11 + z1m)
V2 = Z
	
+ (25" az1k	
2
1^2
M-1	 ( zn1 + znm)
E (26)V3 _ znk +	 21r-2 l
Using equations ( 21-26), the value of A is given by equation (27):
(V1 +	 V2 + 2 V3 ) #2
A - (27)(n - 1) (m - 1)
In the computer program the values of EBAR, RMS, and SIGMA are
calculated by finding the three different values of the function G(x, y) . 	 Three
sample point arrays are used. 	 The first, labeled G1, contains all the sample
23
points as measured and is used to calculate EBAR. The second, labeled G2,
contains all the sample points squared and is used to calculate the RMS value.
The third, labeled G3, contains the squared values of the deviation of all the
sample points from the mean value EBAR. A subroutine is called from the
ARMS subroutine to calculate the value of A for each case. The subroutine is
called AFUNC and is described in Section M. E.
After calculating EBAR, RMS, and SIGMA, subroutine ARMS continues,
calculating the lowest sample point, C, then the highest, D, and finally the
difference which is labeled PTP. Lines 121 to 128 print out all the values
along with the total number of points, TAP.
E. Subroutine AFUNC
A Fortran listing of the subroutine AFUNC is presented in Table 6.
The variables used in the subroutine are given in Table 7. The subroutine is
used to approximate the integral of a two-dimensional function represented
by sample points where the outside sample points fall at the limits of the area.
It actually computes the height of a box which if multiplied by the area under
the sample points would be the integral of the function.
Four variables are transferred through subroutine AFUNC. The first,
AV1, is a two-dimensional array containing the sample points. The second,
AV2, is the value of A in equation (27) of Section 111. D. The third, M, is the
number of points in the y direction. The fourth, N, is the number of points
in the x direction.
F. Subroutine D PR I NT
Subroutine DPRINT is used to print the sample point values. A listing
of the subroutine is presented in Table 8. A list of the variables used is
given in Table 9. 'The subroutine is called twice in the main program, once to
print all the input sample points after normalization and again to print only the
points used in the test plane.
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TABLE 6. SUBROUTINE AFUNC OF PROGRAM 8A88 
SUEilOU'l'UiE AF'UdC CF Pll0GilM, S~S3~, n 134-161 
134.000 SU6R~UTI ~ ~ Afu !.C(AV1,AV2,H"i) 135.000 C SUaROUTIU~ 10 CALC~LAit I ~T6 R~AL 
- ~--
136.000 C lNTERGAL IS \,OLL t;E Li IiJ;H HFA GIVEl': EY AVl AIUIAY 137.000 C RESULT AV2 IE k£IGH~ OF VCLlj~ ~ [ ex 138.000 C AV 1 IS Ai/HAY OF' SM,PLt: POI !!!::: l'.f.'P£RSE ~:TlI;C. G (X, y) 139.000 DIH~nSIG!! IV1(31,l) 140.00C C ChLCuLAT~ Vl 
141.000 VI = 0 
142.0CO ~O 200 J = 2, i;-1 143.000 IJO 100 i\ = 2,i.-l 144.000 100 Vl = Vl+AV1(J,I:J 14~.OCO 200 \,1 = Vl+(ilV1(J,ll+J\\ll(J,i :»/2.0 146.000 C COMPUTE \2 
147.000 \,2 = 0 
148.000 LO 300 ~ = 2, ~ -1 149.000 300 V2 = V2+~\,1(l,K) 150.COO V2 = V2+ (tV1(l,l)+AV1(l, ::»12.r 
' 151.000 V2 = .5'V2 
152. COO C CCI'.I'(,H, ~ 3 \' ' 153.000 V3 = 0.0 154.000 uu ~OU K = 2,~ ' -1 
• 
155.000 400 ~3 = V3+AV1(il,K) 156.COO "3 = v3+(/',\1(I.,1)+AV1(' ; ,r.»12.0 157.00C V3 = 0.5 e V3 156.000 C CALCULATL hiIG!iI ~HI~P TIMES A!.,A elVES VOLU~f 159.000 P.V2 = (Vl+V;:+V3)/FLC ~, T« ;, -ll': ( ! -l» 160.000 RETUR~ 
161.0DO END 
TABLE 7. LIST OF VARIABLES IN SUBROUTINE AFUNC 
-
Variable 
AV1(J,K) 
AV2 
M 
N 
V1 
V2 
va 
DeftniUon I 
Sample point data array 
Result of integral caiculaUoo 
Number of leanl 
Number of pointa on the leanl 
Firat term of integral 
8ecOIId term of integral 
Third term of integral 
REPRODUCWILrrv OF TWi 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOl 25 I 
I 
'I 
• 
, 1 
• 
--
, 
TABLE 8. SUBROUTINE DPRINT OF PROGRAM SASS 
SUBIlCUTliJt: 
n 163-119 
163.000 
164.000 
165.0CO 
166.000 100 
1£1.000 
lvb.CCO 110 
lt9.000 
110.0CO 
111.000 120 
112.0(;0 
113.000 150 
114.000 
115.000 
116.000 500 
l11.COO 510 
11il.COO 
119.0CO 
SUO " "QU'CI " E ··P ··II· ... (C - . ' ~ < 1'-' " 'S" "-r. 1 -' ) ..... n ,j . 11 1\ ,J. ~,A,:-,t·, ~': .::-· ..... , · d~"-',,,· . . r,i·~ r.r, 1.' 
lJli-:t:liSIU,. A(31, 1) ,Sf'( 1) ,ID( 1) ,r (1) 
WrlIT E(10 6,100) (I~(l),I = 1,20) 
~0rt~iAT(lijl,20A4) 
:'iI!IE( lCS, 110) 
FIJ"i iAT ( h!O, 'lJA TA ' , 31X, 'SCp, ;" l-C~TnO:'I') 
r'~S = fJc~-f~SS+ 1 
'1" 1'[ " (1( " 1" ' ) I " ( - "(1) T - , • . , ") ~ II 1:. . 0 , c: lJ , ... ") , . ~' r ,. = :" ':: "" , !'! c. ..... 
rVl\ri!\l'(lH " h);i ",1Ji, i, (lo~· .l,1i'» 
' !r: I'i'f( 10ii ,150) 
l'O r', ;: !,T( lil ,119( 11,-» 
UIJ 500 1 = kS l-, ~~ l-
~nI'lt;(10B,510) HI), :'S ,(.4(I,.J),.} = " ' ;:-, :;" II-,~ ) 
CG i'TINUE 
f (; ,.: ~ : AT (111 ,F 4 • (', , I ' , 1:~ , ' . ( ~ '! • 1 , 1)' ) ) 
rir:'i'ur.l>I 
Ei-J L· 
TABLE 9. IJST OF VARIABLES IN SUBROUTINE DPRINT 
Variable Deftn1tion 
p(I) Location of sample points on !!Can 
A(J,K) Array of sample data points 
SP(I) Location of ICIIIII 
.. - , NBS Number of !!CID to &tart prlntlng 1-'-- - -- - -- - - - , - - - - ,- -. ----
_NU _ __ I--!fIImber;, ~ _ICIIII to IIId prlntlng -
-,--- -
.- , . _, NSP Number of point on lean to ltart prlntlng 
NEP Number of point on IeID to end prlnting 
IA(I) Comment or title array 
NS Number of lelDl in array to prlnt 
_ _ _ ___ ____ _ _ _ ___ .0- .. __ 
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The subroutine is almost standard Fortran, but it should be noted that
a variable format statement is used to control the number of sample points
printed. Some computers cannot handle a variable format statement.
Using the set commands, the printout can be assigned to different devices.
Usually, the unit 108 is set to the line printer if PCODE is assigned the value of
1 for a printout.
G. Subroutine SPLOT
Subroutine SPLOT is used to plot the scan sample data in a three-
dimensional format as an aid to visualizing the test plane uniformity. Table 10
presents a listing of the subroutine and Table 11 gives a listing of the variables
used. The plot package used is a special package developed by Computer
Science Corporation for MSFC. It was developed for a Datacraft computer and
made available on the Sigma V. Since this subroutine is computer-dependent,
it will not be explained in detail. If the program is used on a computer other
than the Sigma V, a new plot routine will have to be developed.
The set command is used to control the location of the printed data in
the plot routine. All write statements in subroutine SPLOT use unit 150 and
the command set F:150 = ME is used when the NPCODE is assigned the value
of 2 for a plot of the input data.
IV. RESULTS OF FIRST MEASUREMENTS
The computer program described in Reference 1 was used to calculate
the uniformity of the 405 lamp solar simulator. Given the assumption that all
lamps have the same intensity level at the same voltage, the program gave the
results shown in Figure 11. The test plane showed only a tendency to decrease
In intensity near the edge. Using the procedure developed by Lewis Research
Center, 405 lamps were tested and sorted for placement in the array in a
manner to provide the most uniform test plane intensity. Using the measured
values for the lamps in the computer program, the uniformity was again cal-
culated and the results are shown in Figure 12. The standard deviation
increased from 1.09 to 1.45 percent. The PTP value was still less than 7 per-
cent which was substantially less than the tolerance placed on the uniformity,
:k7 percent deviation from the mean value.
i
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TABLE 10. SUBROUTINE SPLOT OF PROGRAM SASS
TY 180-236
150.000
181.060
SUBROUTINE SPLOT(TX,TPI,6Xtti^Y,IDATA)
DINENSION	 TX(31),TPI(31,271,IC^ATA(20),IA(10)
182.000 DATA	 (I ;(I),I	 =	 1, 10)/1: P, lHE, 11;11, 1liC, 1HE, 1fih, lHT,
183-COO XlriA, 1^0, 1HE/
154.000 CALL BEGI1; ( 300 )
185.000 CALL ERASE
186.000 CALL SCALE(6.0,3.0,200.0,150.0)
187.000 CALL VECTOR
168.000 CALL AXIS(0.0,0.0,60.0,100.0,6.0,20.0,1,1)
169.000 CALL ALPHA
190.000 NA	 =	 -36;X	 =	 - 10.0;Y	 = -10.0
191.00L DO	 100	 1	 =	 1,11
152.000 IAA =	 AlA+6; X	 = X+6.0
193.000 CALL TPLCT(X,Y,0,0)
1 . 94. COO 4,RITE ( 150, 1 10)	 HA
195.000 100 CUNTIdUz
196.CG0 11C FORNAT(I3)
197.000 X	 = -18.0;Y	 =	 100.0
196.000 DO	 150	 I	 =	 1,10
199.000 Y	 = Y-0.0
200.GGC CALL TPLOT(X,Y,0,0)
201.000 v;(ITF(150,16G)	 IA(I)
202.LOC 160 Fu	 siAl(tA1)
2U	 . C00 150 CONTIOUE
204.6(j0 X	 _	 -12.0;Y	 =	 -21.0;NA	 _	 -20
20:.CCO LSO	 200
	
I	 =	 1,6
206.000 L;A	 =	 1:A+20; Y	 =	 Y+20.0
207.GGC CALL TFLOT(X,Y,0,0)
206.000 6RITE050,210) NA
209.000 200 COUTI1:UE
210.000 210 FOHi, 'AT (I4 )
211.000 CALL TrLOT(0.0,-20.0,0,0)
212.000 WRITE(150,220)
-13-COO 220 FOr",i• i A. T MISTANCE FRO:%i CENTERLIV	 - INCHES')
214.000 CALL VECTOR
215.cG0 ZERO	 =	 30.0;XSfi lFT =	 3.0;YSHIET = 5 .0
2 16. GLC DEL	 =	 T3i (1)+ZERO
217.Ou^ XS = -XS:iIFT;YS = -YSHIFT
21 G . ooc i;0	 300	 T	 =	 1 , i{ Y
21P.;CL YS = Yti+YSHIFT
220 . o06 X61	 =	 (XS+D,%L+XSHIF T)"(1 .0-FLOnT (I-1) 3 . C 1 )
221.LL0 CALL TrLOT(XS1,YS,0,0)
222.G(. 0 AS = :iS+XS:IFT
222.(J-) DO	 250	 J	 =	 1 , iiX
22 ,1.LGO X	 =	 (Th(')+ZERO+X6)i!(1.0-FLL)AT(I-1)'.(:I)
2 25.Qcc, r	 =	 'irIC J, I}+!S
226.6CO CALL TrLOT(7,Y,1,O)
227-LOO 25C COL,T Ii3OE
226.61, 0 CALL TPLUT(X,YS,1,0)
229.6(-0 300 c0¢?TI iv Gi:
230 .000 CALL TPLOi(C.O, 1250.0,0,0)
231 . G(0 CALL ALPHA
232.CCC WfiITE(150,400)
	 (IDATA(I),I	 =	 1,20)
233.GGG 4,00 F0R.iAT(20A4)
234.0;GL CALL TPAUSE
235.G00 HETu	 iy
230. CCO Lih)
",
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TTABLE 11, LIST OF VARIABLES IN SUBROUTINE SPLOT
Variable Definition
TX(I) Array containing location of sample points on scan
TPI(d, K) Data array of sample points
NX Number of sample points on scan
NY Number of scans
IDATA Comment or title array
IA(I) Axis label array
NA Variable used to number the axis
X Variable used to position number of the x axis
Y Variable used to position number of the y axis
ZERO Shift necessary to position data in center of plot
XSHIFT Shift in x direction for each scan for three-
dimensional effect
YSHIFT Shift in y direction for each scan for three-
dimensional effect
DEL Shift of sample point to position correctly on
x axis
XS Temporary variable for shift value in x direction
YS Temporary variable for shift value in y direction
29
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COMPUTED TEST PLANE UNIFORMITY —ALL LAMPS THE SAME — 14 k
RMS PTP	 EBAR	 SIGMA	 UMAX99.4912 3.3030	 99.26301	 1.0930	 1004000
NUMBER OF POINTS IN ARRAY = 225
'STOP" 0
100
80
W
C7
FQ-
U
S
W
0.	 4U
20
0
30 .24 .18 . 12	 -5	 0	 0	 12	 15	 24	 30
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE {In.)
Figure 11. Plot of test plane uniformity with all lamps
set at the same value.
TEST PLANE UNIFORMITY WITH MEASURED LAMPS
RMS PTP	 EBAR	 SIGMA	 UMAX
07.9780 5.6867	 97.74015	 1.4405	 100.0000
NUMBER OF POINTS IN ARRAY -	 225
*STOP' 0
100
00
w
U
as
z
W
c1
w
0.
20
0
30 .24 .18
	
•12	 -a	 0	 s	 12	 18	 24	 30
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE {In.)
Figure 12. Plot of computed test plane uniformity
with measured lamps.
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On May 20, 1976 the simulator was turned on and the actual test plane
uniformity measured. A plot of the results is shown in Figure 13. After
reviewing the data, it appeared the test plane measurement apparatus had not
been centered under the simulator; therefore, a seconcl test was conducted.
The second measurement in (Fig. 14) gave results that are now considered
typical. The PTP value was 22.6 percent W1. 3 percent), and the standard
deviation was 3.6 percent.
Measurements with the test plane at greater distances than the standard
2.74 rn (9 ft) distance from the simulator show that the edge drop-off increases
as the computer program predicted. Figure 15 is a computer plot of the test
plane at 3.66 m (12 ft) , and Figure 16 is a plot of the test plane as measured
at the same distance. Figures 17 and 18 give similar comparison for 4.57 m
(15 ft) .
At this time it is not clear why the measured results show a much larger
variation in uni.fonnity than that predicted by computer analysis. At first, it
appeared that light spillover from one lamp to the adjacent Fresnel lens might
be causing the nonuniformity, but a test was conducted In which an aluminum
honeycomb 2.3 cm (0.9 in. ) thick with holes approximately 0.5 em (0.2 in. )
in diameter was placed between the lamps and the Fresnel lens. The intensity
was greatly reduced with the honeycomb ( approximately 80 percent) , but the
uniformity was not significantly changed when normalized. (The honeycomb
was painted black to reduce reflection in the channels. ) A check of the individ-
ual lamp intensities were made while in the full array, and they were not as
measured prior to placement in the array. They were placed correctly by
serial number, but the intensities were different. Why they were different is
unexplained. It could be due to such factors as contact resistance in the lamp
sockets or voltage drops in the power lines feeding the individual lamps.
A subsequent test of lamps in the special test box has revealed that dif-
ferent intensity levels, on the order of 15 to 20 percent, will be measured if a
lamp is rotated 180 degrees in the lamp socket. The reason for this is unex-
plainod also, but.could account for some of the variations of the lamp intensities
when measured in the actual array.
After operating the simulator, it was noted that the Fresnel lens sagged
due to the heat, resulting in a warped surface with a curve up to 6 mm (0.25 in. }
deep across the 12. 7 cm (5 in. ) diameter, perpendicular to the two mounting
screws at the edge. The warping seems to have little effect on the optical prop-
erty, but could account for some of the test plane variation. The warping is a
V
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SSTP•5/20176 -- aft, SECOND RUN — NC MODIFICATIONS
RMS	 PTP	 WAR
	
SIGMA	 VV1AX
80.3490	 30.8193	 90.11640	 4.8023	 100.0000
soW
c^
B4 .
wU
0:
y	 40
20
0
•30 •24 • 10 .12 •6 0	 6 12 10 24 30
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE fin.f
Figure 13. Plot of first measured test plane uniformity.
RMS	 PTP	 EBAR	 SIGMA LPAAX
80.0507	 22.5780	 69.115669	 3.9856	 100.0034
160
W	 00
ca
a
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Figure 14. Plot of second measurement of test plane uniformity.
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TEST PLANE UNIFORMITY WITH MEASURED LAMPS 12 ft
RMS
	
PTP	 EBAR	 SIGMA UMAX
97.1384	 13.6177 06.85237
	 3.8512
	 100.0000
NUMBER OF POINTS IN ARRAY - 	 220
*STOP* 0
100
90
w
h	
60
ZL5
U	 40
w6
29
a
•30 •24 •18 •12 -8 0 6 12 18 24 30
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE (in.)
Figure 15. Plot of computed test plane uniformity
at 3.66m(12ft).
.y
SSTP TEST PLANE AT 3.85 m 02 h]
RMS
	
PTP	 ROAR	 STOMA UMA%
00.3503	 29.2275	 00.22125	 4.8314	 99.9909
NUMBER OF POINTS IN ARRAY --`^
*STOP* 0
100	 S	 ^	 fl
m 11
W
[7
N
2 ^W
U	 I
KW6
w
20
36 .24 •16 •12	 -6	 0	 6 72	 19	 24	 39
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE Iln.l
Figure 16. Plot of measured test plane uniformity
at 3.66 m (12 ft) .
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NUMB[
,STOP,
a y
P—
TEST PLANE UNIFORMITY WITH MEASURED LAMPS 15 f1
RMS
	 PTP	 EBAR	 SIGMA UMAX
95.1050	 22.2259	 94,59228
	 0.1827
	 100.0000
NUMBER OF
*STOP* 0
100
6
w
to
x
w
60
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w
a 40
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0
•30
	 -24	 •18
	 • 12	 •0	 0	 8	 12	 10	 24	 30
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE (in.)
Figure 17. Plot of computed test plane uniformity
at 4.57 in (15 ft) .
SSTP TEST PLANE AT 4.57 m (15 ft)
RMS	 PTP	 EGAR	 SIGMA	 UMAX
04.5951	 65.2003	 83,08951
	 10.3127	 100.0000
f
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Figure 18. Plot of measured test plane uniformity
at 4. 57 m (15 ft) .
s.
problem in that thermal cycling may result in physical failure of the lens.
Dr. McCrickard of ET44 has an effort underway to investigate the warping
effect and tc develop means to minimize the problem.
Another anomaly observed was that the flux level from the lamp array
was about 30 percent higher than expected. This had to be corrected because
the maximum life of the lamps is achieved only if the lamps are operated
between 90 and 110 Vac. To reduce the test plane intensity to Air Mass 2 and
still operate above 90 Vac, screen wire was placid between the lamps and the
Fresnel lens. The screen wire reduced the intensity by approximately 30 per-
cent and left the uniformity unchanged.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The 405 lamp solar simulator has been placed into operation. The test
plane uniformity is not as good as predicted but is within acceptable limits.
The reason for the difference between the measured results and the predicted
performance continues to be evaluated. It is felt at this time that the difference
is the sum of several effects, but that the primary re=ason is the variation in
flux levels for the individual lamps w13en measured in the test box from the
levels measured when placed in the actual simulator. Other possibilities
include the warping of the Fresnel lens or individual manufacturing variations
in the lens.
The total flux level at the test plane was higher than the predicted value.
Compensation is obtained by placing screen wire between the lamps and the
Fresnel lens which reduced the test plane intensity level to the design value.
Although the process to manually read the sample points from the chart
paper is tedious, the procedure used to measure the test plane uniformity
worked very well.
The computer program to reduce the measurement data uses slightly
modified formulas to calculate the statistics on the test plane uniformity. The
formulas were modified to allow the edge of the test plane to be defined by
sample points. The modifications are not required if the sample points are
taken at the center of each sample area.
6.
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The test plane measurements at different distances from the simulator
indicate that the computer program given in Reference 1 to calculate the test
plane uniformity gives accurate results; however, it will not be fully proven
until a comparison can be made in which the individual lamp intensities are
accurately known. The large variation observed in lamp performance in the
simulator indicates that it is extremely difficult to control all the parameters
to insure that the individual lamp intensities measured in a test fixture wily
 be
repeatable in the simulator operating conditions.
To more fully understand the variations from the predicted performance
and to provide operational flexibility and efficiency, further evaluation and
possible design improvements are recommended as follows:
a. Test a variety of lamps to determine expected variation due to quality
control, voltage, orientation, operating temperature, etc.
b. Build and test lamps in a large simulator in the lab to determine
problems when going from the test of one lamp to an assembly of lamps.
c. Conduct test on a large sample of Fresnel lenses to determine manu-
facturing variations and changed in optical performance due to warping.
d. Design and build an automated scanner to measure the test plane
uniformity. An inexpensive microprocessor with a motor driven scanner would
quickly provide the test plane uniformity or the illumination on a collector of
varying sizes, at a large saving in manpower and time involved to obtain the
measurement results.
36
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C	 PROGRAM SASS
- c`-
	
	 §TATISTICS ON DATA
DIMENSION B(31#p71rD ( 31i37 ) #IDATA(301
AY I6
-
 COMMENT AMY 
___.^ --
DIMENSION  X(31),ASPO6(31)
C	 INPUT SECTION
c— 
N _--_	 - --
REWIND 100
-C
_
 —Rt D--I-N-Di1TA__.
READ ( iO4+1001 IDATA
KEAi D (100 -iXU) N AN0 WONFMCE
READ(100j111) SSLOCPTSINC
C --- eS 0YC - F5ST-T-13	 I T	 N
C	 TSINC,THE SCAN INCREMENT DISTANCE
I-0-(Y F	 -	 —
C	 NSD+NUMBER SCAN TO START TEST PLANE DATA
NED e N UMBE N 916AN TO ENU TE5TEVATA ON -
READ ( 100&111) NSDjNED
MSFER-POT T-Tfi AKT"SAT,- SC-A-N5-"_-
C	 NPDE .NUMBER POI NT TO END DATA SCANS BN
T -Npus-A NPOE
READ (100+150) NLiNLPI*AMV
X3ffi
	
---____ 
ill	 FBRMAT(251
We 200 jilimL
READ ( 1004250) x( J),NLP1# ( b(J,K)jX 4 ljNLP1)
350	 FORMAT (13*NG)
•' E • 
READ ( 100*111) NLjNLPF
DO 300 J w ljNL
READ M602501^t^,7 f NIRi ^IK3 i NCI^*3-i NI^3
300	 CONTINUE
C	 END OF INPUT SECTION
C	 START INITALIZATION
-C--- 
DO 500 JPLPNPOS
500 B(JjK) ! $(J,K)*AMV
CRE'D"-r -ARRAY - "--TE9'fpGWVr -STZE-
09 1000 J	 NPDS.NPOE
9OSOOC3 
_
K_^ . NSDaNE6
._-
1000 D(J+(NPDS•l)*K•(NS0m1)) s B(JoK)
C	 PRINT STATISTICS ON TEST PLANE
WRITE {105.2300) IDAT A
^^Do -F6RM+^Tt iAii -90A^ i^:^  f^ST-PANE-^11'^+^t`f
NOUM	 NPDE.NPDS+1
It {' RODUCJBILITY OF THE
QRIGINAL PAGE IS POOR40
ND 9 NED+NSD*
AKM5(UINV4NUWm)
	
C	 HPRINT STATISTICS ON FUL4 MEASUREMENT DATA
—wRrTCt100004001^—_^
2400 FORMAT ( IHGj I FULL MEASUREMENT DATA SETT)
—
cAtt Ammsta i NSCANINFOS;
ADUMA a SS60C * TSINC
—08 -3007-" -- A=X
ADUMA ! ADUMA . TSINC
IF(NPCBDE.E0901 GO TO 4000
1`ft
CALL DPRINT ( X•B•ASPOS•i • NSCAN,1•NPOS•IDATAI
3100 IF(NPC5DE9NE921 GO TO 4000
ML IPA SE
CALL SPLSTfX•B•NPOS•NSCAN•IDATA)
CALL ARMS(D.ND•NDUM)
- oo --CB"M
STO P
--SNe
	
C	 *
	
- :	 END- eF--M*1-N-'3ET!8N OF PRel3R-AM----'--
	
C	 SUBROUTINE ARMS
SUBROUTINE ARMS(01•M•N)
ttT#N"RM!3-TSTO-CtMPUTr-ST7l'VlT I CS-
	
C	 01 IS SAMPLE DATA ARRAY
	
C	 03 IS ARRAY OF DEVIATION SQ UARED VALUES
	C 	 M I9 NUMBER OF LINES IN ARRAY
O-tMrrNS MN fl1 t31a 3^ 8$ f'3i • g ^rf3S t'.13^59`fi--
	
C	 COMPUTE TAP• T OTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN ARRAY
	
C	 CALCULATE MEAN VALUE.EBAR
	
C	 FIND 02 AND 03 ARRAYS
DO 100 K : i•M
^i C" -M t 7i^t'7
100 03(J•K) ! (Q1(J•K)•EBA RJ** 2
CALL AFUNC(Ci2•DUM•M•N)
-Rht9-s-S`CiRT (-Dtft" ►-I--- ----	 ------. _--	 _._._.._...
CALL AFUNC(03•DUM•M#N)
SHMA r- SGRILfftM-f-
	
C	 FIND MOST NEGATIVE NUMBER
--------C 9 si f i vi) -. -- _... ----- ---.^ _ --.___-
DO 300 J p 1 r N
Df}--34	 —
IF'fC • a1(J•K)) 300.30 0. 290
290-t-*
300 CONTINUE
w
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dC	 C IS NOW MOST NEGATIVE NUMBER
C	 FIND MOST PBSTIVE NUMBER
D e (31(1.1)
DO 400 J o 1 o N
06 400 K 9 1iM
IF(GI ( J#K) nD) 40Da400+390
390 D e GI(J.K)
400 CONTINUE
C	 D IS NOW M9ST PBSTIVE NUMBER
PTP	 D•C
VMAX s D
C	 PRINT OUT DATA
1000 FORMAT(1HOs I STATISTICS ON A RRAY BATA+I
WRITE IU SA1100)
1100 FORMAT (iH0p3K&RRMS1i11XoiPTP o iliXiiEBAR'P9X ♦
xl5IGMAf,8X•fVMAXl)
WRITE ( 108j1200) RMS*PTPoEBAR,SIGMA.VMAX
1200 FORMAT(IM •2(F8r4.5X)jF10o5*2(5XoF8*41 +/)
WRITE ( 108a1400) TAP
1400 FORMAT ( 1HOoINVMBER 8F POINTS IN ARRAY . 1i2XiI4)
RETURN
END
C	 +^
0	 SUBROU'; I NE AfrUNC
C
SUBROUTINE AFUNC ( AVi.AV2iMpN)
C	 SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE INTERGAL
C	 INTERGAL IS VOLUME UNDER AREA GIVEN BY AVI ARRAY
C	 RESULT AV2 IS HEIGHT OF VOLUME sex
C	 AVI I5 ARRAY OF SAMPLE POINTS REPERSENTI Na (3(X#Y)
DIMENSION AVS(31j1)
C	 CALCULATE V1
V1 = 0
DO200 J • 2,N•1
DO 100 K p 2,M•1
100 V1 ! V1+AVI(JPX)
200 V1 f V1+(AV1(Jr1)4AV1(JiM))/2*0
C	 COMPUTE V2
V2! 0
DO 300 K F 2.M•1
300 V2 a V2*AV1(I*K)
V2 a V2+ (AV1(1il)*AVi(1*M)) /290
V2 a •5*V2
C	 COMPUTE V3
V3 @ 0.O
D8 400 K 4 2jM•1
400 VS o V3*AVi(NjK)
V3 a V3+(AV1(Np1)+AV1(NaM))/2+0
V3 1 005*0
C	 CAI.CWLATE HEIGHT wHICH TIMES AREA GIVES veLUME
AV2 ! (Vi+V2+V3)/FLQAT((N • l)*( M— j ))
RETURN
END
42
G	 SUBROUTINE DP R INT TO PR I NT INPUT DATA
SUBROUTINE DPRINT ( PsAsSPsNSSsNESsNSP#NEPsID)
DIMENSION A(31sl ) sSP(1 ) sID(i)sP(1)
WRITE ( 108s100) ( ID(I)ol • 1+20)
100 F9RMAT(1His20A4)
WRTTEI108s110)
110 FORMAT ( iH0s l DATA f j3IXs l SCAN P9SITIDNi)
NS . NES.NSS+1
WRITE ( 10as120) NSs(SP ( I)si . NSSsNESI
s2O FORMATtIH r+ I'RS +siXsNrtFS^'ti1)C)}
`	 WRITE(i08s150)
-ISO FORMAT (I H s 119 t iW•) )
DO 500 1 ! NSP*NEP
WRITE ( iOSs610) P(I)sNSss A ( I.J)sJ d NSSsNES)
500 CONTINUE
ST0 FORMAT ( 1H sF'4*o&( Ils1XsN ( F5.1,IX))
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SP0T ( TXsTPIsNXjNYsI0ATA)
DIMENS'l-eN Tit(31 ) sTPI ( 31s29 ) sIDATA ( 20)sIA(10)
DATA ( IA(I)sI . 1,f 10)/1HPOIHE t IHR,,IMC s IHEgJHNpIWTm
XiHAs I N S# IHE/
CALL BEGIN(300)
CALL ERASE
C ALL SCALE(6.0s3@0s ao0 +0s15a.0)
CALL VECTOR
CALL AXIS ( O#OsOrOs60 + 0+100 +U s6.Os20$Osisl)
CALL ALPHA
NA 9 •361X . • 10.01Y • n 10+0
DO i 00 I v 1#11
NA a NA+61X m X+6v0
CALL TPLOT(Xs1's0s0I
WRITE(150s110) NA
100 CONTINUE
110 FORMAT(I3)
X # vis.01Y + 1o0+0
DO 150 I : 1+10
Y 0 Ye$.0
CALL TPLOT(X.Yro.0)
WRITE(130s160) IA(I)
160 FORMAT(2A1)
VM C"T INUE
X e r12a01Y a *21@OJNA d r20
DO no I s 1.6
NA s NA +20JY 0 Y+200
CALL TPL8TtXAyj0o0)
WRIT£1130s210) NAM CONTINUt
Ei0 FQRMAT(I4)
CALL ?BLOT ( 0.0s•Z0c0s0s0)
WRITE ( 150s220)
M PERM-AT t t DISTANCE fiReM CE N TE RL fNE . INMS-r)
CALL VECTOR
ZERO • 30.0r) XBH 1 PT a 3.01 VS141" # 960
DEL
	
TX ( 1)+ZERO
i
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AXS : *XSHIFTJYS . .vSHIFT
De 300 1 ! i,NY
Y5	 YS*YSHIFT
XSl * (XS+DEL*XSWIF'TI*(l•0*FLOAT(I.11 *oOi)
CALF. TPLST(XS1.Y8,0.0)
XS P XS+)(SHIFT
179 250 J ± IiNX
X 4 (TX(J)+IERe*XS)w(l.O"F'LSAT(I"ll000i)
Y 4 TPI (J• I)+YS
CALL TPLOT(X,Y.l+O)
250 CONT I NUE
CALL TPLOT(X#YS#ijo)
300 CONTINUE
CALL TPLST(O.Oi180.0iO40)
CALL ALPHA
WRITE(150s400) (IDATA M P I " 1 ► 201
400 FBRMAT(2OA4)
CALL TPAUSE
RETURN
END
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SAMPLE OF INPUT FILE
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f 
! 
f 
t 
! 
f 
I 
f 
« 
SAULt:. uF IIIt'lJf ~lL". FO., t'iW(; ~~. :: ::;'.;;~ 
T'i 1-40 
1. COO 
2.roo 
3.000 
4.0r.[, 
5.000 6.cue 
7.0CO 
t.(j[jC 
S. (; 0(' 
ll.0LC 
11. Gec 
12.CC(, 
1 ~.ccc 
l~.(jCC 
l'S.criC 
It.CGG 
17. 000 
l/J.OOO 
19.000 
<:iJ.CO C 
<: 1 .000 
2;;.00(' 
23.l0C 
24.00e 
25.00 (;0 
2l1.00( 
n. eCi' 
2c. . OC (} 
29.c.cr, 
30.000 
31.L(''; 
32.UOC 
33 .00G 
j~.ooc 
35.000 
3l .uOO j7.0Ciu 
3/J.OOO 
3<:.(;0(-
lie.OGO 
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;jS:~-G/2Z/7f:- : ·;I ; J '.:. FT,2 .. I : i ~ u :' : - .; ~ . ... ;LJ( IC;'.I.- : cl : .. :; 
19,31,1 
(;O,~ 
2, 1 E 
4,2t 
31,11,1,[(5 
- 3 0 , 57 • '3 , 1 ~ , 7 u • :: , i. 0 • ~. , h 1 , t' ? • 7 , ,: !J • ~ , , ~ ~ 'j • ,: , ( . r . • S , 7 t ~ , 7'.,; • ,!! 
-~~,~ L ,73.~,~1, ~4 , l ; 3.?, ~?3 , ~ 4, t·~ " . 1.7,7 ( ,7 ~ .n 
-, L , ~ t, , 74 , l-. ~ • f. , ':. (. . 1 , t , ~i • 0 , r: Ij , t.~ ~ , ;.: ::: • :" , ; ; 2 " l • ~ , .. J ') 
- i:: ~ , ~. t'" 7? • '. , C;' • C , l, 7 • :. , <. ~ • ~ , I... It • 1 , \: .1, . ; , [ : • 1 , .~ 3. , , ,', 1 • r,: , t L! • ,. 
- 2 2 , 5 L , ., Z • 7 , ,'":, 1 • 4 , {: 7 , ,: ~ .• ~ , ~ (I • L: , ~ . j ' • ( , t· J: , '. ? • 7 , r i ,.,: 7 
-2C,5 '~ .• i; .73.4, i r' .l., 1 : .. ~, j . l;, . 4, (.= .:, .. J:.1, :: .• ( , bi; , r 7.~ 
-1 b , 5 ~l. '3, 71~ , t C • ;.- , c. ~ • ~. , <. ;:: , iJ 3 • 7 , ~ . :: • : , ;- L • 1 , ~. :~; • . ~ , ,: --; • 1 , ' . 7 • 1 
-1(, , [, O,7Cj.: rcC .~,~ '.;' . 5 ,( t) . ( ' ''I i.. ; , f' Ji • . - ,~I'.1, (. ',.2,l"': :: 
-14, t. 1, 7~.;:" 79 • . IJ, r:? . ~" {' ;: , ~ , t , , ~ : 4.1, ; L..: , r'II, ~ (:. L, r . . 
- 1 ? , l~ 1 • 1 , 'f L , ';" ~ . • ,',2 • ~ , :.,3 . ~.; , ~ . ') • ~ , ,- 4 • t , : J; . ( ," 'j , i c ~ • ~ , I ' 'j 
- 1 U , L 2 • lJ , 7'7 • t , 79 • 7 , 0'5 , \: ,:. , j'. 7 • 7 , ~ J .. . 7 , (' t, • f ,t l . · • .L. , ~: 1 • 7 , i i ': •• 7 
- :... , E. 3 • 7 , 77 • L , • .',0 • L , \. :: . • i...' , t ~ • 4 , t~ : . 1 , h II • ~ , \ .« ' • ., , ~- Cj • -: , :. 1 • l , ; ~ • ? 
-t.. , l.i G • 5 , t~ f) . 1 , 2 1 • t; , ~ ' 7 • (. , r j 1 • :. , " ~ :' , : L. • Co' , r: 1 , u (. • ': , ~j 1 • . ~ ,i. "' . C 
- 4 , t. 7 • to: , t · 2 , (} 3 • 7 , f ~; • 1 , r;, 1 • 0 , ( t~. , t ~ • 14 , ~:: • t , , ( ~:. , n 1 • I , . 'r 
-2 , b b • t.. , 0 3 , t 5 • 7 , 9 (j • 1 , S 1 • ') , f: i • 7 , (, ~ , • :' , ~ 1 • i.' , r, ~ • ~ , !. t , • 1 , \, t , 
L: , G ~ • 2 , ( 1 4 , 07 • ~. , ';l (1 , ~, 1 • I:; , :: ;: .• ('. , :: :. • . ; t : . r;. , , ~. 1 • ',:, , ~ .:, • :. , : :' 
2 , t, 9 • c , L ~ • 1 , (: b , . .,:; c , <. ~. , l ' ~i , l: t • ~, , ~ ' ... . ? , " ~4 , ~ .. , ,:, \', 
~ , C 9 • ~ , t.? • (: , c t- . 1 " 7 • :- , ~ ', L • 1... , ~.1 ~ • ( , : :- , :J ? , .. 7 • :. , \~' ~ : • L , ~ '~ • C 
(. , lJ" , {. 2 • 2 , " G. 2 , ~: {, • c , r, :'" , ( ~ , C ~) • (. , j ' (; • r . , (, t ' :-: :' .~" ~ ( , • I. 
t. , (," • ? , t. 1 • :. , C: ~ • ! , t'- ~ • 1 , ct . ( , :.:. b , ;: f· • (. , ~ ~ ," u . 1 , t ? • ;.; , ;, t' • 1 
1 0 , tJ 1 • 3 , tJ U , 0 S • ~ I U • ~ , ~. G • ~) , v 7 • h , (, 'j • 7 , t' ~f • {, , ( 4 • ,,J , ; ' 4 , ( 7 • ~ 
12 , 07 • 7 , 70 • ~ , t:-- " • ~ , ( :: • L , (. t, , t (: . • r, , ;~ I ', • it , t: r • :. , ( ;_. , :, (. , ~ \ . • r 
1 J; , tJ r.: , t, 1 • ~ , t, ~ • £., t U . (' , (. J: , : .' [ • 1 , (, t · • (. , f 7 • I ' , .... (, • 1 , t 0 • c: , : ': . 1 
1 () , ( c , t 2 • ~ , G 11 • i ~ , ~ , ~ , !.' 7 • 7 , !" iJ • ? , t ~. , ~ L • 1 , .- " • ? • ( C. • :-
1 t: , f.; h . c: • f.;: • 1 , ~ , 4 • 1 , t ? • "'. , ': l , . . ~~ . • , , ." :. • !. , f ? • " I, • i .. , h (I. -: • :..; 7 • ~ 
?C ,6t.I~, ~2 . ~ ,c4.~, 0 ; ! . ,, ~ ;·.7. ~1 , ~ ;.f\ ,~ ? , f? ,~ ~.4 , ~ 7 
22,~7, l ) 1.~, ~3, iS 5,G~ ,r7,t4. ~ ,~2, L L.4 , ~" . ~( 
21: , L 5 , ~j 0 , c. ;..' , L:; • 2 , t ~ • ) ~ , (. t, • :..: " : • {' , :- 1 • :- , 7 " .: , (- 4 , r ,: • J~ 
26 , L 1 • 8 , 7 (; . 5 , 79 • ~ , u;.. • ~ '. , () ~ • 7 , i; 'j • ~ , ;' , .: ' • : , \ . L • ~ , 7 I I , ;" , ~ , .... ~ 
2 v • 60 , '7 4 , 7 C • 1, , t , (l • {o , ( ? , ( ,It. 2 , I' 4 , 7 :; . 1 • 7'; • 7 , ( (; • -: , l ' 1 
jC,55.t,7n.~,72,7G,79, ~G.~ ,7 9 , 75 ,74,7 ~ ,7 ~ . 2 
31 ,0 
- 3 u , b 1 • 5 • i~ 2 , 7 H , 7 :) , "1 0 • ? , 7 ( , 7 1 • :: • ~ ~ . • 1 
-20, t 2. ~. j' ? • : , r: 0 , t . ( ' , t 1, '{ (,: • (: ,7 2 . 1 , t r: . ~ 
~r.:PRODUCml.LITY m'THI 
ORIGlNAL PAGE IS POOR 
L. 
I 
TY 41-6 9
141.000 – 26	 L3,i;3. 1:	 a1.G,^1.1,62 7 —9t72.61rf G.6
42.000 f• 1–24, b?. e^ 	 QS	
-Q
'
- 
,^ti39H) .r', 7?,t
h3,OGC —22646:65'* ^,L2.t,L1 5.9,C-3,5,i	 ,'7^'	 uc^.()1
44 .000 •-2 0:64: 7,b 5. 7, t,2r r ,b4.7,cq, 1t,E 1.^,7
45.000 –1b,E2.14t64. 69i:1.4,47.41b2.1,V(',77,62
46.000 —16 1 t3.6, E 14.Po, , 1 . b o 6 4	 4.1,(,C..,7r.	 9C2,E, i
47. 000
46.000 —12,f^2.6 g b6,s.2.5,c.5.2,^3.71'—''C!9V'.r.,f 4:49. 000 – 10, CA A e.6 9 62. 11 0
 { ,` 4.5, 6 2.5 9 i-0. 1 , 7:..7, r'^
5C.00C —b, b5, b7-t':	 p64.(1pL2.7
	
7r ,•<',f.{.^.
51.000 — 6 9 b5. 1,EF.4p(54 .4pt,5, 	 e.1.,<,76.7,6?.7
52.000 —4, u5,+, Zi;, 1;^.G ,r;4.7,cr 	 1^1,7r96:`,1+
5?.000 r–2,t;G.5,6 T. 1,i 3.2,
	
,e (:.4,
	 411'r,^
54.GoO
55.000
C',C6.b,b4;.G
	
t•:,ft,{, 7.(^,r,7•?,t
	
.	 , , ±"•1.n,E,2
2,^,b.5,bu,b.E,b7.7,7.1,if1;,^.;^.?,^2.3
5u.000 14, i17, bG,G's.5,7•°^^^r^^^;t•.^^,Q,{;^i,<
57.000 69E7.2,i'i7.4,btu.6,t;7.G,r.F^,^;1.2,7.:^,C^'
5b.000 b,i;ts.2,t^F;.G,^C► .G,t7.4^f13,7.r,779t`.^
59.000 10, iii;. 4, btu, 9, CUu	 4i:. L, i,3, 7r;, 7c., C 1
60.000 12 9 cE.5,Cr. .1,t5.:i,tS . .PI t-2,	 :,77.c,76.1,^^
61.000 14, 8 , i'b	 C', f 4	 4,	 t;	 3,%'1 a 3	 7 i,
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DESCRIPTION OF INPUT FILE
LINE I.	 Comment or Title input, (IDATA) can contain up to 80 characters
a	 r	 `.
LINE 2	 NSCAN, NPOS and NPCODE are input on this line.
NSCAN.-- Number of scans
NPOS -- Number of points on each scan
NPCODE -- Code to print or plot input data.
0 for no print or plot
1 for printout on line printer
2 for plot on CRT
:DINE 3	 SSLOC and TSINC are input on this line.
SSLOC — The position of the first scan in inches.
TSINC -- The interval between scants in inches.
LINE 4	 NSD and NED are input on this line.
NSD -- Number of scan to start the test plane.,
NED — Number of scan to and the test plane.
LINE 5	 NPDS and NPDE are input on this line.
NPDS — Number of sample point on the scan to start the test
plane.
NPDE — Number of sample point on the scan to end the test
plane.
LINE 6	 NL, NLPI., and AMV are input on this line.
NL Number of lines in the first set of data.	 E
NLPI ,.. Number of sample points on each line.
AMV -- Scale factor to multiply against each sample point.
The line numbers may vary from here on depending on the number
Of sample points on each scan.
k
LINES 7-37 These lines contain the Srst group eno sample points. The first
lines start at the negative end and progress to the positive end.
1*en-U 14-- ., v.1 a4..e 4-U- oerv.r.'le -t,4*%* ^" oo^h arks" 4+ Min anvnn
e
a
3
I
.S
LINE 38	 NL and NLP2 are input on this line.
NL «»- Number of lines in the second group of data.
NLP2 — Number of points on each line in the second group.
LINES 39-88 These lines contain the rest of the sample data points.
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SAMPLE RUN OF PROGRAM
I
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_ I 
SAilPLE RIJN OF P~CGRAI : S~.SS_ (HPCODE •• t to 0 for no plot or print of the input data.) 
1St:, f': 100112 
I~e. f:150 = iit 
ISTAIIT Tjj2 
SSTP-6/22/76-HIWE FT.2~D hU'J- ·,0 ' ·0~ I~IGATI0,;S 
n.':;. PLA,I!:: lJATA 
jiBS 
90.4249 
rTf' 
22.511l0 
EHii 
SO.;51~13 
N~HHE~ OF POINTS III ARRAY = 425 
FULL HEASUHEM~N' DAT~ SET 
IiI;S 
8tl.0832 
i'Tr 
42.4935 
r.E hi' 
!17.b1c,.S'l 
liUi'i£Eh OF POhi'fS I:l Ai{RA:i = 5tS 
.STOP' 0 
I 
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EXAMPLE, OF ^ bil TO GET OUTPUT Ob TF^' LlNE PRICTER_
CONTROL COMflAi;GS_
ISET F:100/T2
I`
j	 I SET F:108	 Lr
€
MITIT T2
it	 h^:BE
*TY2
2.000 191 31,0
^Iti2
2.000 19010
!START TD2
*STOP* 0
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Figure C-1.	 Example of plot of input data. ;s
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The information in this report has been reviewed for security classi-
fication. The report, in its entirety, has been determined to be unclassified
and contains no information concerning Department of Defense or Atomic
Energy Commission programs.
This document has also been reviewed and approved for technical
accuracy.
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